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Even Popes Have Trouble
Becoming Saints
Those who claim that Roman
an
Catholicism has changed need
to carefully examine the
circus surrounding the late
Pope John Paul II’s sprint to
sainthood. Even during his
funeral, the cry was heard:
“Santo Subito!” —or “Sainthood Immediately!”
Historically, the process off
declaring someone a full saint could
take decades. Yet, so popular was this
charismatic pope, that millions are
pushing to get him quickly installed in
Rome’s pantheon of fake mediators.
So why is it so hard to become a
saint? Paul refers frequently in his
letters to “the saints” but he is almost
always speaking of living persons.

Relic from the shrine of Saint Boniface
of Dokkum in the hermit-church of
Warfhuizen: bone fragment in middle
is from Saint Boniface; little folded
papers on the left and right contain
bone fragments of Saint Benedict of
See Popes are Saints? ... page 2 Nursia and Bernard of Clairvaux

Sociologist Develops Gospel
Saturation Plan
Everyone knows that Mexico is hurting,
but few know how to help. Eric Brockhoff
has ministered there for years but had
“sort of run out of ideas.” He had a friend
who suggested Chick tracts. As he studied
them, he could see a possibility beyond
just randomly handing them out.
From his training as a sociologist, he
could see a way to test the effectiveness
of the tracts on a community. In Mexico,
there are neighborhoods called “colonias,” that have a defined area and culture.
Eric knew that lawlessness was rampant
in these areas often dominated by drug
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“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16
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‘Holy Roller’ Makes Ministry Easy
Jess Garcia has used Chick tracts
most of his life. Born into a Biblebelieving family, he early committed
his life to Christ and understood the
obligation of the Great Commission.
When he discovered the effectiveness of tracts, he knew he had found
a way to “give back to the Lord for
the wonderful gift of salvation.”
For years he ran a cold storage
facility and repaired farm equipment
in the central California agricultural
area. But whenever he left a job site,
he left the gospel behind in the form
of a tract or two on the seat of the
tractor he had repaired.
He remembers many incidents
over the years where the tracts
opened a door to share the gospel.
In one dental office, he attempted to
hand a tract to a burly-looking man
who immediately reacted with belligerence, demanding that Jess “step
outside” and discuss it.
Jess agreed, prepared to dodge a
flying fist. Instead, the man melted
into tears, cried for a while on Jess’s
shoulder and gratefully allowed Jess
See ‘Holy Roller’... page 7

Gospel Trailer dubbed
the “Holy Roller”

Jess Garcia and wife, Emily, with
the “Holy Roller”

Popes are Saints?...
From page 1
The Bible clearly indicates all born-again
believers to be saints. Again, true to form,
Catholicism has taken another pagan lie
and shoehorned it into their “Christian”
doctrine. Satan is desperate to discredit Jesus and get us to
focus
fo
our devotion somewhere
w
else. No wonder
God
G
calls the Vatican
the
th Great Whore. From
Virgin
V
Mary worship, to
a
adoring
a wafer god, to
praying
p
to saints, to purg
gatory,
all are designed to
distract
d
from the intimate
#180 - $14.95
relationship that Jesus
368 pages
desires of His followers.
paperback

To support Catholic teaching that we can
contact the dead, proponents of sainthood
for John Paul II are scouring the planet for
evidence that he has responded to prayer
to him. A minimum of two miracles are
required as proof of his “intercession,”
unless the person was martyred, earning
immediate sainthood. Already, one lady has
testified that she was cured of Parkinson’s
disease through prayer to him. This was
enough to earn him “beatification,” the last
stage in sainthood progression.
Another aspect to sainthood is relic worship. Already vials of John Paul’s blood are
being passed around as relics. Just before
he died, a hospital drew the blood in case
he needed a transfusion. It was never used
and some was passed on to a church offiSee Popes are Saints?... page 8
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#160 - $11.95
#1
224 pages
22
paperback
pa

FAC TS C ATHOLICS C AN ’ T R EFUTE
Nothing more fully reveals the pagan nature of Catholicism
than comparing official Catholic doctrine to God’s Word.
Former Catholic, Rick Jones, does just that. Catholics can’t
claim their religion doesn’t teach these things, because
Jones quotes the official Catholic catechism approved by
Rome. Then he quotes the Bible and lovingly shows how
the two consistently contradict each other.

“Great book to give to your Catholic friends. . . I’ve
probably given away a dozen of these.”
“The difference between scripture and the Catholic
catechism in this book is “black and white.” Thank
you for this book, it has been a great help to my
father, who continues to read it again and again.”
“This has been, by far, my favorite book
to give to those in the ‘Roman C atholic
Group’… simple and to-the-point.”
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Should a Christian Be a Mason?
It’s been debated among Christians for in the United States (37% according to one
years. To many, it is an old occultic secret report), so the question was an important
society that should be taboo
one.
to Christians. To others, it is
When the committee pubtheir “club” where they meet
lished its results in the Home
with other men for fellowMission Board’s “Report on
ship, and also to “network”
Freemasonry” in 1993, the
and make business connecreport listed many Masonic
tions that will help their
teachings that were precareers.
sented as being completely
But some years ago, the
contrary to the Scriptures.
debate within the Southern
However, it also commended
Baptist Convention became
Freemasonry for its many
so great that a study group
charitable projects. Finally,
#1277 - $6.50
was commissioned to deterthe conclusion was:
96 pages
mine whether or not the SBC
(1) “Many tenets and
paperback
should take a position on the
teachings of Freemasonry
issue. Southern Baptists made up a very
significant percentage of total Freemasons
See Christian Mason?... page 12

Soul Winners, We Must Pass It On
A recent survey by pollster George
Barna is a wakeup call for soul winners.
His findings indicate that we are failing
to pass on our passion for witnessing. We
have known for some time that the coming
generation is not as prone to share Christ
with others.
Barna’s research provides some insight
into their thinking. His survey focused on
“universalism,” the belief that everyone
will eventually end up in heaven, and
“pluralism,” what people think about
society’s increasing mixture of religious
beliefs.
In the general populace, 43 percent saw
no difference between religions “because
they all teach the same lessons.” Forty
percent believed that, because God loves
all his creatures, all will eventually be
accepted by Him. Forty-eight percent
held the good-deeds-bad-deeds view that
heaven was earned by being “generally
good or doing enough good things for
others.”
There was similar confusion about
the variety of “faiths” in American
culture. Only 51 percent saw it as their
responsibility to share their faith with
others. Considering the fervor of some of

the unbiblical religions in America, who
actively push their beliefs, Bible-believers
probably come up short, although Barna
did not supply a breakdown here.
One major confusion shows up when
59 percent believed that Christians and
Muslims worship the same god and 43
percent endorsed the idea that the Bible,
Qur’an and Book of Mormon “are all
different expressions of the same spiritual
truths.”
Even among “born-again” Christians,
those relying for salvation on sins forgiven
by Christ as their Savior, 40 percent
believed that Christians and Muslims have
the same deity. A full 25 percent of these
also believed that all would eventually
be saved and that your religion didn’t
matter because all of them “teach the same
lessons.”
With this cultural backdrop, Barna
found that young adults between 18 and
39 “were considerably less likely than
older Americans to believe that in life you
either side with God or the devil; there is
no in-between.” They “also expressed less
certainty than previous generations did
See Soul Winners... page 11
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HEADING OUT ON VACATION?

While you are out on vacation, you
will cross paths with many new
people, most of whom you will never
see again.
It takes almost no time to witness to
them. Just give them a warm smile
and a Chick tract.
Turn your vacation into an
evangelistic adventure. The kids will
even make a game out of it. Chick
tracts make it so easy.

CHICK TRACTS

GET READ!
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From Faith to Doubt
—The Making of an Agnostic
By David W. Daniels

at his faith with the lie that only the originals were inspired. What about the copies?
A recent Newsmax article reviewed a Couldn’t they carry that same inspiration?
new book attacking the Bible.
In his earlier book Misquoting
It’s by Bart Ehrman titled,
Jesus, Ehrman got to the heart of
Forged: Why the Bible’s Authors
the issue:
Are Not Who We Think They Are.
“…this was a compelling
This subject isn’t new. It’s one
problem. It was the words of
of myriads of publications over
scripture themselves that God
the centuries that have shot spit
had inspired. Surely we have to
wads at God’s holy words.
know what those words were if
What’s most amazing is the
we want to know how he had
author, Bart Ehrman. His path to #1271 - $12.95
communicated to us, since the
256 pages
agnostic and Bible disbeliever is
very words were his words, and
paperback
a classic case of faith to doubt.
having some other words (those
Ehrman was originally concerned with inadvertently or intentionally created by
the very words of God. But his teachers at
See Faith to Doubt... page 8
Fundamentalist Moody
y Bible Institute tore
42c

AIL
CHICK MB
AG

kid and still have some! Loved them
—favorite is Somebody Loves Me.
Always makes me cry.
S.L., Facebook

Thank you for providing a shy
Christian like me with the opportunity
to “plant” the word of God in shopping
I LOVE chick tracts, I got saved from
malls and car windshields.
F.T., OH
a tract Holy Joe during the Viet-Nam
war and have been passing them
...back in 1973 I read
out ever since, thank you Mr.
This Was Your Life shared
Chick!
by a friend. The part that
V.C., Facebook Post
struck me was the people
being cast into hell. I was
It’s about time!!!! I am
brought up as a Lutheran
so excited that you made
and never was told that
a women’s version of
part, but I saw it again
This Was Your Life titled
while in college and
You Have A Date. I have a
immediately remembered
letter writing ministry and
it. That tract played a major
write to women. I’ve always
part in me getting saved.
used This Was Your Life and now
S.W., CA
can use the women’s version also. Thank
you so much. I love your tracts.
D.P., Facebook Post
Join the conversation...
Wow! So glad to find you on facebook!
I read these little tracts when I was a

find “Chick Publications”
on Facebook
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His grown children and even grandchildren often help get the tracts to the people
walking by.
He says that his 5-year-old granddaughFrom page 2
ter has learned to read the tracts and she
to pray and minister to him. Burdened will gather younger children around and
for the spiritual and physical needs of read one of the tracts to them. “I espethe people in his rural community, he cially enjoy seeing a youngster with a
began to pray for a way to expand his hotdog in one hand and a Chick tract in
ministry. The Lord called his attention to the other,” says Jess.
The area has many Roman Catholic
a small, used, travel trailer that he could
migrant workers, so Jess uses a lot of the
buy for $100.
With his mechanical ingenuity, Jess Chick tracts designed to open their eyes to
the truth.
could see it as
When the tract
a mobile base
raises questions,
for outreach. He
Jess will give
bought it, hauled
them a King
it home, chrisJames Bible and
tened it the “Holy
encourage them
Roller” and began
to compare it
modifying it with
with their Bible,
signs and openusing the tracts
ings where tracts,
for a guide.
hotdogs
and
Many of the peoclothing could be
ple are also more
given away.
comfortable with
Jess grew up in
the Spanish lanchurch and knew
that a success- “We use Chick tracts because they guage so Jess
get read!” says Jess Garcia
keeps a stock
ful outreach had
of tracts in both
to involve local
languages.
churches where
He also works
converts could be
closely
with
discipled to spiriboth English and
tual maturity, not
Spanish churchjust led in a “sines for follow up
ner’s prayer.”
of converts and
When the Holy
inquirers.
Roller was ready,
As Jess has
he contacted local
used the trailer
churches
who
around the comheld
frequent
food giveaways
They get food for body and spirit munity, people
are beginning to
to the community
from the “Holy Roller.”
come and ask for
and arranged to
more tracts for friends and family. “I
park the trailer nearby.
Jess says that the very first time he had make sure they get a handful because I
the trailer out, a young man came to the know that they will get read and passed
Lord and is now being discipled in one of around. We never have to worry about litter when we hand out the tracts, because
the churches.
When no special event is scheduled, no one throws them away,” says Jess.
If you would like to contact Jess about
Jess and his wife, Emily, and sometimes
other members of their family will just this unique ministry, he uses his nickname
take it out to a park, shopping center or in his email address: toose@comcast.net
or you can call him at 559-351-4386.
other high-foot-traffic area.

‘Holy Roller’...
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the man Christ
Popes are Saints?... men,
Jesus:” 1 Tim 2:5. As
From page 2

cial. One vial is destined for a new altar in
a church in the pope’s home town of Krakow, Poland. Another was presented at his
beatification, May 1, as his “official” relic.
The faithful use the relic as a contact
point with the saint to get his help for divine
favors. One example is a Polish race car
driver who wears a medallion containing a
thread from John Paul II’s robe and a drop
of his blood. These were given to him by
his archbishop after an injury in a racing
accident. Catholics point to the common
practice of asking others
to help us pray for something and claim that asking the help of departed
saints is no different.
But the Bible provides no support for the
dead being able to help
in this way. The whole
idea is contrary to the
#185 - $13.95 scripture: “For there is
330 pages
one God and one mediapaperback
tor between God and

Faith to Doubt...

mentioned before, this is
a distraction that directs
the person’s focus away
from building a relationship directly with the
Savior. Relics do the
same thing.
Nowhere in Scrip- #160 - $11.95
222 pages
ture do we find suppaperback
port for “venerating” a
saint’s blood. Alexander Hislop, in his
book, The Two Babylons, described
how, “…in the realms of Heathendom
the same worship [of relics] had flourished for ages before Christian saints or
martyrs had appeared in the world.” This
is just one of many ways this prostitute
church pollutes the pure word of God with
pagan idolatry. Rick Jones, in his book,
Understanding Roman Catholicism, asks
the obvious question: “Why would the
Catholic church rather have members pray
to dead men than to the living, all-powerful,
prayer-answering God?”
But isn’t that what prostitutes do: substitute the false for the real?

wrote: “If [God] wanted his people to have
his words, surely he would have given them
to them (and possibly even given them the
From page 6
words in a language they could underscribes) didn’t help us much if we wanted stand, rather than Greek or Hebrew). The
fact that we don’t have the words
to know His words.”
ssurely must show, I reasoned,
So Ehrman bought the lie that
tthat he did not preserve them for
we could only trust the originals,
uus. And if he didn’t perform that
not perfect copies and accurate
m
miracle, there seemed to be no
translations. To try to figure out
rreason to think that he performed
what the originals might have said,
tthe earlier miracle of inspiring
Ehrman transferred to Wheaton
tthose words.” He didn’t quesCollege to supposedly learn
ttion his professors —instead he
“correct Hebrew and Greek.”
ddoubted his Bible! Bart Erhman
There they built on the first lie
bbought a huge lie from the start,
with another one, that the Bible
that only the “originals” were
could only be understood “by the #1252 - $9.95
160 pages
inspired. The important scripture
scholarly elite.”
paperback
on inspiration, 2 Timothy 3:14With foundations destroyed, he
pushed on to Liberal Princeton Seminary. 17, makes it clear that the Bible scrolls
After seeing a few extremely contradic- that Timothy had learned from his youth,
tory Greek manuscripts, he scrapped all
his belief in the inspiration of scripture. He
See Faith to Doubt... page 12
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IS MORMONISM CHRISTIAN?
Mormon Scripture says…

“If we should take a million of worlds like this and number their particles, we should find that there are more
Gods than there are particles of matter in those worlds.”
—Journal of Discourses 2:345
A recent President of the Mormon church says…

“One of the most fallacious doctrines originated by Satan
and propounded by man is that man is saved alone by the
grace of God; that belief in Jesus Christ alone is all that is
needed for salvation…”1

Read what Mormons
really teach…
from their own words.
You’ll be shocked!
Paperback available from
Chick Publications.
Ebook available at
amazon.com

#1274 - $11.95
208 pages
paperback

Contains biblical answers to littleknown Mormon teachings.

1Spencer W. Kimball, The Miracle of Forgiveness, p. 206.
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Gospel Saturation...
From page 1
gangs. Even the police avoided getting type of “neighborhood” where he had had
involved in some of these neighborhoods. experience: prisons. Again he started with
Using his connections to surplus food a small facility of about 800 prisoners,
sources, Eric designed
using the same “package”
some small “care packages”
of treats and a wide variety
GUN
containing food treats and
of Spanish tracts. After that
SLINGER
a sampling of tracts. Eric
“neighborhood” had had a
teamed up with Victory Outfew days to absorb the mesreach and some local pastors
sages, they held a service
for his experiment. They located a small where about 225 inmates accepted Christ.
colony where results would be easy to see
After a month, Eric returned and
and prepared several thousand packages. interviewed some of the prisoners and
Rather than just one tract per package, staff. “The whole prison has changed,”
Eric inserted about five different titles in he was told. Small Bible study groups
each package. Not every
were forming and some
package was the same
were creating drama teams,
EL
because Chick has about
acting out the stories of the
PISTOLERO
100 different titles in Spantracts. The tract, El Pistolero
ish and he included a vari(Gunslinger), was a favorite.
ety in the packages.
Eric believes that his
His goal was to get many different “experiment” has proven that the concentracts into the community knowing that trated distribution of no-nonsense gospel
they would be widely shared by the tracts can change the atmosphere of a
community. It does a softening-up of the
people.
“I knew that they would want to read all entrenched evil so that the gospel can
the different stories but each story leads to penetrate more deeply.
the same message: salvation through the
He is poised to expand to larger “colonias” and prisons when God provides the
blood of Jesus,” says Eric.
His first “experiment” was during Hal- resources.
loween. He picked a “colony” of about
If you would like to learn more about
15,000 people. He prepared about 8,000 his technique and ministry, you may conpackets and handed them all out on Hal- tact him at ericbrockhoff@yahoo.com.
loween night.
In a few days, his team went back to
circulate among the people. They asked
one youngster if he had read the tracts
in the packet he got. “Oh, yes! And we
shared them and I have read about 15.”
One leader working there said he could
sense a spiritual change in the whole colony. “We are thinking differently, now.”
In making his evaluation, Eric concluded
that there was a major change in the spirit
and attitude of the colony. It was definitely a softening-up process that the local
missionaries and pastors could build on.
Convinced that this technique was
effective, he decided to test it on another
J.T.C.

J.T.C.
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Soul Winners...
From page 4
about what will happen to them, personally,
when they die.”
The survey found that the younger
generation was not as confident in
developing healthy relationships with
people of other faiths as the older
generation.
The assumption here was that they lack
strong confidence in their own Biblical
faith when encountering other faiths. Since
some of the most effective soul winning
happens in the context of a friendship, this
was seen as an impediment to witnessing
to unbelievers.
Barna sees a “crucial” challenge for
today’s Christian leaders in helping the
younger generation understand biblical
teachings so they will have the confidence
to engage the unbelievers and guide them
to faith in Christ.
This lack of confidence would also

explain the younger
generation’s reluctance
to use tracts in
witnessing. If they
lack confidence in the
biblical message of the
tract, they will avoid
any possibility that they
#253 - $15.95
$15 95
might be questioned
176 pages
about that message.
paperback
This challenge falls
directly on the shoulders of the current
soul winners. If we are not mentoring some
young people in biblical truth, how can we
encourage them to hand out tracts to their
peers?
We who agree that America is in trouble
with God, need to do our part by personally
taking a young person or two under our
wing to pass on to them the courage and
confidence to boldly share their faith and
stand for righteousness.
“Righteousness exalteth a nation
but sin is a reproach to any people.”
(Proverbs 14:34)

Many Christians want to
provide Chick tracts to missionaries.

We can help!
We maintain an account called the Chick Mission Fund.
Although we are not legally structured as a non-profit,
and therefore cannot give tax-deductible receipts,
we definitely know how to get literature into missionaries’ hands.
They often write to us asking if anyone can help them get Chick tracts.
100% of the funds you send to this account
are used to ship literature to missionaries.
Just during recent months,
shipments have been provided for:
Ukraine

China
Togo
Pakistan
Chile
Zambia

Israel
Philippines

Paraguay

Russia
Netherlands

Germany
France

Trinidad and Tobago

Brazil
India

Italy

We have more requests than we have
funds. Will you help?
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Christian Mason?...
From page 4
are not compatible with Christianity and
Southern Baptist doctrine,” and (2) “we
recommend. . . membership in a Masonic
Order be a matter of personal conscience.”
This is called “passing the buck.” So
many well-known Baptist pastors were
Masons that they could not bring themselves to condemn it, even after stating it
was “not compatible with Christianity.”
Christians still debate the issue, and
many church members continue to enroll
in one of the several forms of Freemasonry.
It may be interesting to note that the
writer of this article went to the SBC
website and searched for “Freemasonry.”
Several
articles
appeared in the
search results. All
of the links produced
a “page not found”
message. They appear
to have been taken
down. Now, author
David W. Daniels
has completed an indepth research study
#193 - $12.95
into the teachings
288 pages
of Freemasons, and
paperback
presents in his new
book, Should a Christian Be A Mason?,

stunning proof, in
their own words,
that the “lodge” is
occultic in origin,
that members are
instructed to read
occultic
books
to advance their
#166 - $15.95
study, and that
496 pages
the
authorities
paperback
on Masonry have
written the most blasphemous things about
Christ imaginable.
What’s different about this book is
Daniels’ methodical proof. There is no
room for individual interpretation here.
Give this book to a Mason who claims to
be a Christian, or to someone being recruited, and he will
be shocked!
Hopefully, he
THAT’S
BAPHOMET?
will decide he
has no business
being a Mason.
Chick Publications is also releasing a
new tract called That’s Baphomet? that
can be used to quickly expose Masonry’s
unbiblical roots to those Christians who
may be willing to come out and serve the
Lord with a whole heart.

Faith to Doubt...

God’s preserved words
in English, the King
James Bible, a text
that carries the same
inspiration as the originals did —from exact
copies and accurate
translations.
You don’t have to
#122 - $12.95
ask, “Yea, hath God
221 pages
said?” You can declare,
paperback
“Thus saith the Lord!”
The choice is yours. For more information on Satan’s continuing campaign to
replace faith with doubt, see Did the
Catholic Church Give Us the Bible?,
Look What’s Missing, and Answers to
Your Bible Version Questions, available
from Chick Publications.

From page 8
copies of copies of copies, were actually
scripture and carried that inspiration given
by God! Those verses are not talking about
some long-ago-perished originals.
Second, Ehrman was taught not to look
for God’s preserved words among the
thousands of almost identical manuscripts
and the Bibles of persecuted believers.
He was pushed to try to find God’s words
among a handful of contradictory manuscripts written by Greek philosophy-loving “scholars” like Origen —a journey
doomed from the start.
But you don’t have to follow Ehrman’s
path from faith to doubt. You can have

J.T.C.
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NEW!

#1277 - $6.50
96 pages, paperback

This book will help you to find out what Masonry believes,
compared to what the Bible says.
For Christians, the Bible is our only reliable source to learn who
God is, and what He wants for us, including how to get our sins
forgiven and have eternal life in heaven with Him.
You must be able to answer this question with confidence and
understanding:
“Should a Christian be a Mason?”
To do that, we need to find out these things:
• Where did Masonry come from?
• What do Masons believe?
• Who can we trust for our information?
• Who is God, according to these trusted authorities?
• Is the God of the Bible the same as the god of Masonry?
By the end of this book you will be able to answer these
questions for yourself.
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A M ESSAGE

FROM

J ACK C HICK ...

Dear Ones in Christ,
This is the most wonderful time of my life. 2011 marks 50 years
that Chick Publications has been in existence. Talk about miracles.
How could God use someone as dumb as I am and give him the
most wonderful job on earth?
Chick Publications started because every time I tried to witness
to someone about Jesus, we would get interrupted. I made a flip
chart with illustrations for a presentation to a prison camp and nine
out of eleven prisoners got saved.
Later, I saw Chinese booklets that were used to win China to
communism. The Lord directed me to try winning people with
illustrated gospel tracts. When I got a couple of tracts done and
displayed in Christian bookstores, I was shamed by my brothers in
Christ for putting the gospel in cartoon stories.
I was a pioneer back then with no idea that this venture would
even take off. Chick Publications was given to God in prayer and
He has guided us to hit subjects that we dreaded. But we were
obedient and saw a harvest of souls as a result.
Chick Publications is loved by many for not changing our
position all these years, sticking with God’s scriptures and always
telling that same old gospel message in different ways. Hated
for exposing false teachings, soul winners love us, but not the
theological seminaries. It’s been a running battle.
The Lord said in James 4:14, “For what is your life? It is even a
vapour, that appeareth for a little time, and then vanisheth away.” It
is so true. I can hardly believe how fast fifty years can come and go.
Chick Publications is now celebrating fifty years of producing
that unchanging, old-fashioned gospel message in every single
tract. Only the Lord knows how many have come to Him out of the
800,000,000 or so tracts God has allowed us to print and people like
you to hand out, in over 100 languages. It’s like a dream.
Back when I made my first tract, Why No Revival? it was with
fear and trembling. Later I read a review of Why No Revival? in a
Lutheran magazine. Ouch! “How dare you put a book with cartoons
in a Christian bookstore?” They really hated it. I knew the Lord had
helped me to write it, but I still felt like a loser. Yet I kept praying
for guidance and the stories kept coming.
My first really controversial tract was The Gay Blade. But it
didn’t do much more than raise eyebrows.
Years later, the Lord put a former Jesuit priest into my life,
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Alberto Rivera. He showed me Rome’s plans to completely control
the U.S. I couldn’t believe my ears! I knew next to nothing about
Catholicism. He showed me his vestments, documents, letters
and photos, proving he was who he said he was. I prayed to
God about working with him. Alberto had warned me about the
consequences. I said as I prayed, “Lord, am I to hit the Great
Whore of Revelation?” God responded with a strong “YES!” So I
joined the battle of Martin Luther, John Knox, Spurgeon, and many
others, some of whom lost their lives when they faced this ungodly
monster. Alberto helped me produce six stories that openly exposed
the Vatican and her great conspiracy.
The result was immediate. Bookstore after bookstore shut their
doors to Chick Publications. Preachers and former friends turned
against us. We became like aliens to the Christian community.
I never realized how many Christians were subtly becoming
sympathetic to the Roman Catholic Church. Alberto privately shared
names of pastors, evangelists and Christian radio broadcasters who
were serving Rome’s interests. Then Christianity Today attacked
us. We took our lumps from every direction. But precious Roman
Catholics were finally getting saved. Praise God!
Our love for the souls of unsaved Catholics, lost Muslims and
others, keeps us going. Soul winning is our business —our only
business, no matter what men may say or do.
Beloved, darkness covers our land. I prayed to God, “Are things
as bad as I think they are?” I received the answer: “No, they’re
worse.” As we get closer to the end, many will become even more
frightened and more willing to accept a tract from you. As an
anniversary issue, we have updated the original Why No Revival
and called it Still No Revival. Some say we are in a revival or have
had one in the last 50 years. If that is true, why is evil rising so
rapidly in our land?
We praise God for giving us fifty years to serve Him. And you
have played a big part in keeping us going. Thank you and God
bless you.
As the Vatican pulls our congregations into her coming oneworld church, don’t despair! Here’s what God has in store for you:
“Because thou hast kept the word of my patience, I also will
keep thee from the hour of temptation, which shall come upon all
the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth” (Revelation 3:10).
Yours for the lost,
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HENRY, I HEARD YOU
ARE A MASON!
BOTH MY FRIEND HERE AND I, ARE
MASONS...AND WE’RE PROUD OF IT!

IS THERE A
PROBLEM?

OH YES!...A BIG ONE!
Read “Should A Christian Be A Mason?”
by David W. Daniels.
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